DISCOVER
The Maintenance Magic Difference!

EVERY QUALIFIED PURCHASE INCLUDES
YOUR CHOICE OF AWARD

FREE!
FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY

LABOR SAVINGS IN EVERY CAN
Discover our comprehensive line of aerosol spray tools. There’s something for nearly every application.

QUALIFIED PURCHASES
Any combination of 1, 2, or 3 cases of IBS Maintenance Magic Spray Tools will include your choice of award.

LIMITED TIME OFFER
Available while supplies last.
Void where prohibited by policy or law.

ASK YOUR IBS SALES REP
how you can qualify for this limited time offer!
Leatherman Wingman Multi-Tool
**IBS No. CA201304**
- 14 tools in 1 include: blade, bottle, can and package openers; small, medium and Phillips screwdrivers; 1 in. ruler and regular and needle-nose spring-action pliers, scissors and wire cutters, wire stripper, wood/metal file and removable pocket.
- Locking, partially serrated 420HC stainless-steel blade is conveniently placed on the outside and can be opened easily with one hand.
- Rounded handles offer a sure and comfortable grip; spring-action jaws make using the pliers a breeze.

**$50 VALUE**

Bust-a-Bolt Set
**IBS No. CA201324**
- Extensions lock on safely when users need to double the torque.
- Comes complete with a 1/2" drive reversible ratchet with quick-release, a 105° L-handle, an 11" adjustable ratchet extension and a protective foam tray to hold the set.
- The extension safely locks onto either the ratchet or the L-handle to deliver extra power when needed.
- Includes Manufacturers Lifetime warranty.

**$84 VALUE**
Collectible 1948 FL Harley Panhead & 1948 Ford F1 Pickup
1:24 Scale DieCast Vehicles from Maisto
IBS No. CA201321
- Die-cast body with plastic parts
- Detailed replica featuring opening hood and doors on most models
- Includes Harley Davidson motorcycle
- Hauls motorcycle with truck models
- Engine detail

Bayco Headlamp
IBS No. CA201322
- 3 lighting modes: flashlight, floodlight & dual-light (both the flashlight & floodlight at the same time)
- Has both a flashlight and a floodlight light pattern
- Bright white LEDs with a 35,000 hour life
- Single button design flashlight, floodlight, dual-light, off
- Adjustable elastic headband with rubberized strips keep the headlamp in place
- Headlamp tilts for optimum light positioning
- IP-X7 rated waterproof
- Powered by 3 AAA batteries (included)

Chefmaster 20 Pc SS BBQ Tool Set
IBS No. CA201323
- Includes spatula, tongs, grill-cleaning brush, meat fork, basting brush, 6 skewers, and 8 corncob holders.
- Carrying case measures 18-1/2” x 11-3/4” x 3-3/8”.
- Limited lifetime manufacturers warranty.
Sons of Anarchy
1:18 Scale DieCast Vehicles from Maisto
Bring home the choppers from Sons of Anarchy! The Harley Davidson motorcycles in the Sons of Anarchy series from Maisto have been made to look just like the ones owned and ridden by the hardcore bikers from the TV show.

- Measures 2-inches (5cm) tall x 5-inches (12.7cm) long.
- Die cast with plastic parts

Collect Them All!
CA201318 2001 "Sons of Anarchy" Harley Davidson Dyna Super Glide Sport — Harry “Ople” Winston
CA201319 2003 "Sons of Anarchy" Harley Davidson Dyna Super Glide Sport — Jackson “JAX” Teller
CA201320 2008 "Sons of Anarchy" Harley Davidson Dyna Super Glide Sport — Clarence “Clay” Morrow

Camouflage Binoculars 10 x 25
IBS No. 140419
- Shotgun Hinged Barrels Measure 4-3/8” Long
- Center Wheel Focus
- Fold-Down Rubber Eye Cups
- Neck Strap
- Matching Camouflage Carrying Case with Belt Loop and Hook and Loop Fastener
- Sapphire Blue Coated Lenses for Glare Reduction
- Limited 10 Year Warranty

Camo LoopRope 3ft. w/2 SS Clips
IBS No. CA201308
- LoopRope is a fastening device that utilizes bungees crimped at several intervals which creates loops down the length of the rope. Replaces traditional bungee cords with high-quality shock cord and stainless steel carabiner.
- Fully adjustable, no knots, easy-to-use. Just loop, clip, and go. Perfect for camping, hiking, backpacking, biking, hunting and fishing gear.